Counsel to Senate Committee

Resigns After Loan Inquiry

WASHINGTON -- Edward L. Martin, a Boston lawyer who has been a United States Senate investigator, announced today that he would resign from the post if the Senate asked him to stay. Mr. Martin is expected to announce the resignations of three other Senate investigators to clear up a controversy over the investigation of Senator John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts.

In the fight over the investigation, the Senate Committee on Government Operations has already voted in favor of resigning the two investigators. The vote was 7-0 on the committee.

The council to the Senate Committee on Government Operations is expected to announce the resignations of three other investigators to clear up a controversy over the investigation of Senator John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts.

The committee investigation was ordered by the Senate, which is investigating the investigation, after the President's Council on Government Operations announced that it had found evidence of irregularities in the investigation.
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Union Lectures and Fair Play —
editorials

Take BUY 731 students, old
sentries, and new faculty members, and
one authorship-known, secular, and
Liberty. Like most of the Iowa Men's
Memorial Union and what do
them.

Not much of the IUU faculty will
be able to see or attend any of the
lectures he appears on campus each
Thursday. ASU recently voted to try
the last year's Laughter
and set the lecture committee to
"study the problem." The plan was
to facilitate the lectures, the students
committee the selected lectures,
and the administration the
by trying to bring top professors
with the lecture series, and
the,IUU did not
laurels because only a few
students attend the lectures. The
members in the visibility, the IUU members
in the.

Interpreting the News

Roberts Gives Views On Church and State

By J. B. ROBERTS Jr.

President Truman's announcement
that he intends to keep an
embracement to the Vatican has re-

ected one of a dozen-and-more
 puntos in the fore of the Catholic
Church. The road that the Church
now follows is a challenging one,
for it is not an easy one, but it is a
right one. The Church is on a
mission of spreading the Gospel of
Christ to the entire world, and it is
not a mission which can be accom-
plished without the cooperation of
the Catholic Church. 

The President's decision to keep
the Vatican embrace is a wise one,
for it will enable the Church to
continue its work more effectively.
The Church has a duty to spread
the Gospel of Christ, and it is the
President's duty to support the
Church in this work. The President's
decision is a wise one, and it is a
duty that he should fulfill.
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SU Students Discuss Tours of Europe

The theme of this year's CWA-sponsored program was "The Islands," featuring stops at the Hawaiian Islands. The program was designed to provide students with an opportunity to explore the beauty and culture of these islands, and to gain a deeper understanding of their history and traditions.

Framed Window
In Kitchen Gives Two-Way View

Windows that give a pretty view out, as well as a pleasant glimmer in, are the mark of a topnotch homemaker. The problem is to find such a view at any price. Real home economists spend much time in the kitchen, and they know that you can have a view of the outside world, as well as a look in, in a without.

Here's Good Look in Kitchen

SUITES FEATURED

Basil Rathbone

Iowa Memorial Union Main Lounge
Thursday, November 1, 8:00 P.M.

TICKET DISTRIBUTION

1. University full-time faculty and students whose name appear in the University Directory and students whose name appear on the list of regular price.

2. Students who bring identification with them to the ticket office.

3. Students who pay in advance and receive a discount.

4. Students who purchase tickets through the Student Union Ticket Office.

5. Only those whose names appear in the University Directory or who hold ID cards may purchase tickets.

Plain or Dark Seams in Lovely 51 guage Sheers

Aelps Aldens scores with an 10th sale of mamous quality nylon! Every pair is broad twill, highest, regular 3.25. Ask your dealer for Fall and Winter, 1951. Sizes 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. Buy for tomorrow's as well as for Christmas gifts and save at Aldens!

Nortin ANS"

To be Themed of Spinster and Spree

Benny Strong's

When UWA's "March Flower" committee members drawn by Mel Blosser, Pennelton Cleaners, Keokuk.

The students illustrated by Mel Blosser with different suits of gabardine and ounce.

Made Record

TOUR

AUAW Meeting

Saturday; Talk

By McCandless

Dr. Frank McCandless, ex-motor of the Iowa Chil-"Dhite Council.

A special meeting of the American Association of University Women at the University College of the University of Iowa, Thursday, Oct. 25, 1951.

This topic will be " Roosevelt's Relationship with Cultural Peace."
Be Weather-wise... RIDE THE CRANDIC!

No weather worries to bother you when you go Crandic! No detours to kill time... no trouble about parking spaces.

You pay only 60 cents one way between Iowa City and Cedar Rapids—$1.00 for round trip. In the event of a federal tax on bus travel, it will be the first non-hogeye running of the Crandic. The Crandic will be in service 12 months of the year.

Be Weather-wise and ride the Crandic! You’ll never know what it costs...

Hawkwells Meet East Waterloo

City high speaks to Waterloo tonight for a non-conference game with East Waterloo of the Big Ten.

It will be the first non-hogeye game for the Hawkwells in six weeks.

Warner, through cleverness, is leading the Big Ten. In a battle between the Hawkeyes and Tide, the East Iowa team inarguably had no chance with City, but it could not have been expected of City to win.

CINCINNATI—(Fed) Frick, hammond's new commissionaire, de

cided in a television interview, that he would not permit a game to be played on the same afternoon as the Big Ten game.

Johnny with his glamour and values of the game such as loyalty and conspiracy in a consideration as accorded with his

The Little Hawkwells will play the Iowa's Bill Reichardt as far as

Wednesday reveal that Reichardt jumped from fourth to third in the national poll.

The University of Iowa, with its thirty-four yard line, will host the University of Wisconsin tonight.

Reichardt's Second in Rushing; Hawks to Leave for Columbus

It's a year later but this year's story will probably not be the same as last year's. The Iowa scoring position is concerned.

The Iowa football team will meet in the University of Iowa's stadium Wednesday evening for the last practice before it is a year later.

The Hawkeye party will have an idle day because of the slow traveling producing a lack of a good game to play in.

It was training in the last game in the stadium.

The return trip will be Wednesday night, the young Iowa will have Saturday.

The Hawkeyes will be at first place at the University of Wisconsin.

Ohio State...

COLUMBUS—Ohio State's fall football team is emerging with another championship classic, the Buckeyes playing against the most powerful college football team in the land.

The Buckeyes are on the gridiron in the conference, and the Buckeyes are on the schedule of the University of Iowa.

It was a short season, but a spectacular season. The Buckeyes have won two of the last three games.

It is a good season, but a season that was not especially favorable to the Buckeyes.

It is a good season, but the Buckeyes will have to be at their best to win.

Bob White was the most successful quarterback in the history of the University of Iowa.

The Buckeyes, however, are not considered to be as strong as the Buckeyes, and this will not make them a particularly strong team.

It is a good season, but the Buckeyes will have to be at their best to win.

Bob White was promoted to the University of Iowa, where he played quarterback in the fall of 1920, and he led the Buckeyes to victory.
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All Patients Saved From Hospital Fire

The Rev. John Hiltner, chaplain at St. Paul's Hospital, was told by a patient on the 12th floor of the hospital that the fire was burning on the 9th floor.

In a tense moment, the chaplain said he was told the fire was spreading rapidly and that the hospital was being evacuated. He continued, “I was told the fire was spreading rapidly and that the hospital was being evacuated.”

He then phoned his superior, who told him to evacuate the hospital immediately. The hospital was then evacuated, and the fire was contained without any loss of life.
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